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ABSTRACT
AsynchronousTransferMode (ATM) is the optimal solution developed and accepted as
the standard for public and private networks to implement and begin there evolution
towards the Integrated Broadband CommunicationNetwork (IBCN). It is a flexibleservice
availabletoday.
Due to the direction of international standards it is important for everyone to become
familiarwith the language and principles of ATM and begin to incorporate this information
into their own planningprocess. This project is in depth introduction what ATM is exactly,
as well as where and why this technology originated and emerged as a revolutionary
technological breakthrough. ATM is presented both in developmental and deliverable
perspectives, which are then contrasted with other services that are utilized today. This
contrast clearly delineates the differences that exist between these current services and
ATM, and highlightsthe real values that can be achieved with ATM as a major part of the
user network.
ATM, with its powerful and efficient aspects and attitudes is considered as the living
fact of the future world.
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, INTRODUCTION
In the emerging field of high-speed virtual networking, Asynchronous Transfer
Mode (ATM) is a key component. ATM is a telecommunications concept defined by
ANSI and ITU (formally CCITT) standards for carriage of a complete range of user
traffic, including voice, data, and made signals, on any User-to-Network Interface
(ITN). As such, ATM is extremely well suited to high speed networking in the 1990s.
ATM technology can be used to aggregate user traffic from existing applications onto a
single UNI (e.g. PBX tie trunks, host-to-host private lines, video conference circuits),
and to facilitate multi-media networking between high speed devices (e.g. workstations,
supercomputers, routers or bridges) at multi-megabit Speeds (e.g. 150-M bit/s).
On the basis of its numerous strengths, ATM has been chosen by standards
committees (e.g. ANSI Tl, ITU SG XIII) as an underlying transport technology within
much Broadband Integrated Services Digital Network (B-ISDN) protocol stacks. In this
context, "transport" refers to the use of ATM switching and multiplexing techniques at
the data link· layer (i.e., OSI Layer 2) to convey end-user traffic from source to
35destination within a network.
While B-ISDN is a definition for public networks, ATM can also be used within
private networking products. In recognition of this fact, and for clarity, this document
defines two distinct forms of ATM UNI:
Public UNI - which will typically be used to interconnect an ATM user with an ATM
switch deployed in a public service provider's network,
Private UNI - which will typically be used to interconnect an ATM user with an ATM
switch that is managed as part of the same corporate network (e.g., MIS department
responsible for the user device is also responsible for the private ATM switch).
The primary distinction between these two classes of UNI is physical reach. There
is also some functionality differences between the public and private UNI due to the
applicable requirements associated with each of these interfaces. Both UNis share an
ATM layers specification, but may utilize different physical media. Facilities that
connect users to switches in public central offices must be capable of spanning long
distances. In contrast, private switching equipment can often be located in the same
room as the user device (e.g. computer, PBX), and hence can use limited distance
technologies.
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CHAPTERl
ATM SWITCHING

1.1 Definition
Asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) is a high-performance, cell-oriented switching and
multiplexing technology that utilizes fixed-length packets to carry different types of traffic.
ATM is a technology that will enable carriers to capitalize on a number of revenue
opportunities through multiple ATM classes of services; high-speed local-area network
(LAN) interconnection; voice, video, and future multimedia applications in business markets
in the short term; and in community and residential markets in the longer term.

1.2 Overview
Changes in the structure of the telecommunications industry and market conditions have
brought new opportunities and challenges for network operators and public service providers.
Networks that have been primarily focused on providing better voice services are evolving to
meet new multimedia communications challenges and competitive pressures. Services based
on asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) and synchronous digital hierarchy(SDH)/synchronous
optical network (SONET) architectures provide the. flexible infrastructure essential for
success in this evolving market shown in figure 1.1.
Technology
·High perfomıaiıca
•Multimedia
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Figure 1.1 An ATM Model
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ATM, which was once envisioned as the technology of future public networks, is
w a reality, with service providers around the world introducing and rolling out ATM
ATM-based services. The ability.to exploit the benefits of ATM technology within
the public network successfully will provide strategic competitive advantage to carriers
and enterprises alike.
In addition to revenue opportunities, ATM reduces infrastructure costs through
efficient bandwidth management, operational simplicity, and the consolidation of
overlay networks. Carriers can no longer afford to go· through the financial burden and
time required to deploy a separate network for each new service requirement (e.g.,
dedicating a network for a single service such as transparent LAN or frame relay). ATM
technology will allow core network stability while allowing service interfaces and other
equipment to evolve rapidly

1.3 Definition of ATM
Asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) is a technology that has its history in the
development of broadband.ISDN in the 1970s and 1980s. Technically, it can be viewed
as an evolution of packet switching. Like packet switching for data (e.g., X.25, frame
relay, transmission control protocol [TCP]/Intemet protocol [IP]), ATM integrates the
multiplexing and switching functions, is well suited for bursty traffic (in contrast to
circuit switching), and allows communications between devices that operate at different
speeds. Unlike packet switching, ATM is designed for high-performance multimedia
networking. ATM technology has been implemented in a very broad range of
networking devices:
•

PC, workstation, and server network interfacecards

•

Switched-Ethernet and token-ring workgroup hubs

•

Workgroup and campus ATM switches

•

ATM enterprise network switches

•

ATM multiplexers

•

ATM-edge switches

•

ATM-backbone switches

.

•

ATM is also a capability that can be offered as an end-user service by service
providers (as a basis for terrified services) or as a networking infrastructure for these
and other services. The most basic service building block is the ATM virtual circuit,
which is an end-to-end connection that has defined end points and routes but does not
have bandwidth dedicated to it. Bandwidth is allocated on demand by the network as

2

traffic to transmit. ATM also defines various classes of service to meet a

of application needs.
is also a set of intemational interface and signaling standards defined by the
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sitoal Telecomrmmicmions

Urıion-Tdec:omır.ıuııic
{I~ T) Standards
(imnerJy the CCITT). The A TM Forum· has played a pivotal role in the ATM
I • smce its mrmulation in 1991~ The ATM Forum is an international voluntary
5 - MK>n composed of vendors; senice pro~
reseaıch. otgaui:ıatimıs~ and mas.

,-pose is to accelerate· the use of ATM products aııd services through the rapid
--.gc1JCDcere of :interoperability specificatio~ promotion of industry cooperation, and
activities. Developing mııltivendor implementation agreements also. furthers this

The benefits of ATM are the following:
High perfonnance via hardware switching:
Dynamic bandwidth for bursty traffic
~f-service

support for multimedia

Scalability in speed and network size

•

Common LAN/WAN architecture

•

Opportunities.for simplification via VC architecture

•

International :standards compliance

The high-level benefits delivered through ATM services deployed
technology using international ATM standards. can. be S1lll'ffl'Jal'İ
as follows:

on ATM

•

High performance via hardware switching with terabit switches on the horizon

•

Dynamic bandwidth für burstyı ,trafftc meeting application needs and delivering
high utilization of networking resources; most applications are or can be viewed
as inherently bursty; data .ıpplicatiorıs· are LAN-based and. are ve.ry bursty~. vua."e'
is bursty, as both parties are neither speaking at.once nor all the time; video .is
bursty, as the amomıt of .ıootion and required resolution varies over time

••
•

Class-of-service support for multimedia t:mffic allowing applications
varying throughput and Jatency·requirementstore
met on a single network

•

Sca1ability in speed and network size supporting link speeds of Tl/El to OC-12
(622 Mbps) today and into the nmlti-Gbps range before the end of the decade;
networks that scale to the size of the telephone network {r.e~,. as required fer
residential applications} are envisaged:

•

Coımnon LAN/WAN :arclıitecture allowing A TM to be used consistently from
one desktop 'to another~ traditionally, LAN and WAN technologies have been
VerJ
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Opportunities for simplification via switched VC architecture; this is particularly
for LA.ı~-based traffic that today is connectionless in nature; the simplification

possible through ATM VCs could be in areas
management, security, and configuration management

such as billing, traffic

International standards compliance in central-office
environments allowing for multivendor operation

and customer-premises

1.5 ATM Technology
In ATM networks, all information is formatted into fixed-length cells consisting of
48 bytes (8 bits per byte) of payload and 5 bytes of cell header (see Figure· 1.2). The
fixed cell size ensures that time-critical information such as voice or video is not
adverselv affected bv long· o data frames or packets. The header is orzarıized
for efficient
_..,
switching in high-speed hardware
İmplementations
and carries payload-type
information, virtual-circuit identifiers, and. header error check
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Figure 1.2 Fixed-Length Cells

ATM is connection oriented. Organizing different streams of traffic in separate
calls allows the user to specify the resources requireJ anJ aliows the network to allocate
resources based on these needs. Multiplexing multiple streams of traffic on each
physical facility (between the end user and the network or between network
switchesjcornbined with the ability to send the streams to many Jifferent destinations
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enabJes cost savings through a reduction in the .number of mterfaces and facilities
required to construct a network.
ATM standards defined two types of ATM connections_ virtual path comıections

(\lPCs~ which contain virtual ehamıd coııııectiom {VCCs). A virtual drmnd

m

connection (or virtual circuit) is the basic unit, which carries a single stream of cells,
order, from user to user. A collection of virtual circuits can be bundled together into a
virtual path connection.. A virtual: path connection can be created from end-to-end across
an ATM network. In this case, the ATh1 network does not route ceMs belonging to a.
particular virtual circuit. All cells bdonging to a particııla:r virtual path are routed the
same way through the ATM netwO'rk, ·dıus resuking in fuster recovery in case of major

failures,
An ATM network also uses virtual paths internally fur the purpose of bundling
virtual circuits together between switches. Two ATM switches may have many different
virtual ,channe:l connections .between them, hdonging to different users. These can be
bundled by the two ATM switches into a virtual path comıection_ This can serve the
purpose of a virtual trunk .between the two switclıes~ T'ms. vi:rt:ı:ml: tnınk carı- tlıen be
handled as a single entity by, perhaps, multiple intemıediate virtual path cross connects
between the two virtual circuit switches.
Virtual circuits can be statically- configured as pemcauent virtual circuits (PVCs) or
dynamically controlled via signaling' as m-itdım virtllai circuiB: (SVCs). They can also
be point-to-point or point-'t(Mmrltipoint, thus providing a rich set of service capabilities.
SVCs are the preferred mode osf,oper.ation because they can be dynamically established,

.ı._
. . . .
...{.,...._.-;.._. OOinp-.uı..J~
~
WU:, mınımızıng reconrıgnranen

1.6 ATM Classes of Services
· ATM is connection oriented and allows the user to specify the resources required
on a. per-connection basis (per S.VC) ~~.
lJıere· are the five classes of service·
defined for ATM (as per ATM Forum UNI4.0 specification). The QoS parameters for
these service classes are summarized in Table 1.

••

Table 1.1 ATM Service Classes

•

I Service

Class

i Constant bit rate

'(CBR)

Variable bit ratenon-real time
(VBR-NRT)

I Quality

of Service Parameter

I

This class is used for emulating circuit switching .. The cell rate is. constant
with time. CBR applications are quite sensitive to cell-delay variation.
Examples of applications that can use CBR are telephone traffic (i.e., nx64
kbps), videoconferencing, and television.
This class allows users to send traffic at a rate that varies with time
depending on the availability of user information. Statistical multiplexing
is provided to make optimum use of network resources. Multimedia e-mail
is an example of VBR-NRT

I Variahle hit rate- I This

class is similar to VBR-NRT but is desicned for armlications that are

5
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real time (VBR- I sensitive to cell-delay variation. Examples for real-time VBR are voice
RT)
withs eech activi detection SAD and interactive com ressed video.
Availablebit rate This class of ATM services provides rate-based flow control and is aimed
(ABR)
at data traffic such as file transfer and e-mail. Although the standard does
not require the cell transfer delay and cell-loss ratio to be guaranteed or
minimized, it is desirable for switches to minimize.delay and loss as much
as possible. Depending upon the state of congestion in the network, the
'
I
source is required to control its rate. The users are allowed to declare a
minimumcell rate, which is guaranteed to the connection bv the network.
Unspecifiedbit [I This class is the catch-all, other class and is widely used today for TCP/IP.
rate (UBR

I

I

L

The ATM Forum has identified the following technical parameters to be associated
with a connection.Tbese terms are outlined in.Table 1.2.

Table 1.2ATM TechnicalParameters

, a

Technical
Parameter

][ Definition

Cell loss ratio
CLR)

CLR is the percentage of cells not delivered at their destination
because they were lost in the network due to congestion and buffer
overflow.
Celltransfer delay The delay experienced by a cell between network entry and exit
CID)
points is called the CTD. It includes propagation delays, queuing
delays at various intermediate switches, and service times at queuing
oints.
Cell delay
CDV is a measure of the variance of: the cell transfer delay. High
variation (CDV)
variation implies larger buffering for delay-sensitive traffic such as
voice and video.
Peak cell rate
The maximum cell rate at which the user will transmit. PCR is the
(PCR)
inverse
of the minimumcell inter-arrival time.
·
I
~
Sustained cell rate This is the average rate, as measured over a long intfrval, in the
~ ~SCR
~
order of the connection lifetime.
M
Burst tolerance
This parameter determines the maximumburst that can be sent at the
(BT)
peak rate. This is the bucket-size parameter for the enforcement
~
algorithm that is used to control the traffic entering the network.

; t
I.

•·
I

-

Finally, there are a number of ATM classes of service. These classes are all outlined in
Table 1.3.
!

6

Table L3AIM Classes of Services

Class of Service
CLR
CTD
CDV
PCR
SCR
no
BT@PCR
flow control

CBR
yes
yes
yes
JI yes

II VBR-NRT II VBR-RT II ABR II UBR I
!lyes
!lyes
!lyes llno
I
llno
!lyes
llno
llno
I
!lyes
!lyes

!lyes
!lyes

llno
llno

llno
!lyes

!lyes

llno
!lyes
llno

llno
llno
!lyes

II

I

I

II
!lyes
llno
llno

!lyes
llno

llno
llno

I
I

•

Its extensive class-of-service capabilities make ATM the technology of choice for
muhimediacommunications.

ı, 7 ATM Standards
The ATM Forum has identified a cohesive set of specifications.that provide a stable
ATM framework. The first and most basic ATM standards are those that provide the
end-to-end service definitions as described in Topic 4.. An important ATM standard and
service concept is that of service interworking between ATM and frame relay (a fast
growing pervasive service), whereby ATM services can be seamlessly extended to
lower-speed frame-relay users. Frame' relay·is a network technology that İs' also based
on v.irtı:ı:al circuits using variable-length frame transmission between users.
ATM user network interface (ATM UNI) standards specify how a user connects to
the ATM network to access these services, A nımıber of standards. have been defined for
Tl/El, 25 Mbps; T3/E3, OC-3 (155 Mbps) and OC-12 with OC-48 (2.4 Gbps) in the
works. OC-3 mterfuces have been specified fur use over single-mode fiber (for wide
area applications) and over unshielded twisted pair or multimode fiber for lower-cost,
in-buildingapplications.
ı.
•

.

The following two ATM networking standards have been defined that provide
connectivity between network switches and between networks:
•

Broadband intercarrier interface (B-ICI)

•

Public network-to-network interface (P-NNI)

P-NNI is the more feature-rich of the two and supports class of service-sensitive
routing and bandwidth reservation. It provides topology-distnbution mechanisms based
on advertisement of link metrics and attributes, including bandwidth metrics. It uses a
multilevel hierarchical routing model providing scalability to large networks.
Parameters used as part of·the path-computation process include the destination·ATM
7

address, traffic class, traffic -contract, QoS :requirements and link constraints. Metrics
that are part of the ATM routing system are specific to the traffic class and include
quality of service-related metrics: (e.g.; CTD,_CLR) and bm:ıdwidth'-rebıted mdıics (e.g"'Y
PCR). The path computation process includes overall network-impact assessment,
avoidance of loops, minimization of rerouting attempts, and use of policy
(inclusion/exclusion in rerouting, diverse routing, and carrier selection). Connection
admission controls {CACs) define procedures used at the edge of the network, whereby
the call is accepted or rejected based the ability of the network to support the requested
QoS. Once a VC bas been established across the network, network resources have to be
beki and quality service guaranteed for the duration ofthe connection.
All ATM traffic is carried in cells, yet no applications. use cells. So, specific ways
of putting the data into cells are defined to enable the receiver to reconstruct the- original
traffic. Three important schemes are highlighted in Figure 1.3 and discussed in detail
later in the tutorial.
•

RFC1483, which specifies how iı:ıtenouter traffic is· encapsuhıted into ATM
using ATM adaptation Layer 5 (AAL-5); AAL-5 is optimized for handling
framed traffic and has similar functionality to that provided by HDLC framing :in
frame relay, SDLC, and X25

•

ATM LAN emulation {LANE) and multiprotocol over ATM (MPOA)~ which
are designed to support dynamic use of ATM SVCs primarily fhr TCP/IP;
LANE, which is a ·cmrent .'Standard that is widely deployed and will be a subset
of the MPQA,standard (which is targeted for standardization only in mid-1997),
will be discussed later in the tutorial.

•

Voice and video adaptation schemes that can use AAL-1,. which is defined for
high efficiency-fur traffic that itself has no natural breaks, such as a circuit
carrying bits at a fixed rate

•

Figure 1.3 Data Insertion in Cells

8

1.8 ATI\ıl LAN Emulation
ATM-based Ethernet switches and ATM workgroup switches are being deployed by
end users at various corporate sites. The most widely used set of standards in local ATM
environments is ATM LxN emulation (LM"'E) (see Figure l..J). ATM LAN emulation
· used to make the ATM SVC network appear to be a collection of virtual
Ethernet/IEEE 802.3 and token-ring!IEEE802.5 LANs. The replication of most of the
.haracteristics of existing LAı'\ıs means that LAf,J emulation enables existing LAN
applications to run over ATJvf transparently, this latter characteristic leading to its wide
deployment. In ATM LAı"'l" emulation, most unicast LA.ı'\.ı traffic moves directly between
lients over direct ATM SVCs, while multicast traffic is handled via a server
functionality. Bridging is used to interconnect real LANs and emulated LAf-Js running
on ATM, while routing is used to interconnect ATM-emulated LANs and other WAN
or LAı"'J media for purposes of routing scalability, protocol spoofing, or security
firewalls.

WorlGtaton

VC's

,,,

,,,,.••..................

t:ır ııser dıhı comm

B'oadcast & UnknolAfl Server

-···~············· .... .. ...
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hffü@M
1111
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Figure 1.4 ATM LA.ı'\f Emulation ÇLANE)

•

The ATM Forum L\...:.'\fE implementation agreement specifies two types of LANE
network components connected to an ATM network.
•

LA.ı'\J'E clients which function as end systems. such as computers with ATM
interfaces that operate as file servers; end-user workstations or personal
computers; Ethernet or token-ring switches that support ATM networking; and
routers, bridges, and ATM ENS with membership in an emulated ATM LAN

9

•

LAı"l\JE servers that support ATM LANE service for configuration management,
multicast support, and address resolution

The LAN-emulation service may be İmplemented in the same devices as clients or
involve other ATM network devices. The communications interface, LA.ı."ı emulation
user-network interface (LUNI), is the sequence and contents of the messages that the
clients ultimately use to transfer traffic of the type expected on IEEE 802.3/5 LANs.
The component of the LAN-emulation service that deals with initialization (İ.e.,
emulates plugging the terminal into a LAı~ hub), İs the LAN emulation configuration
server (LECS). It directs a client to connect to a particular LAN emulation server (LES).
The LES is the component of the LAı"\ı-emuiation service that performs the address
registration and resolution. The LES is responsible for mapping IEEE 48-bit MAC
addresses and token-ring route descriptors to ATM addresses. One very İmportant MAC
address for clients is the MAC-layer broadcast address that is used to send traffic to all
locations on a LAN. In LAN emulation, this function is performed by the broadcast and
unknown server (BUS). ATM LANE is a comprehensive set of capabilities which has
been widely deployed in ATM networks.
ATM LA.NE is an element of the multiple protocol over ATM (MPOA) architecture
that is being defined by the ATM Forum. This work İs addressing encapsulation of
multiple protocols over ATM, automatic address resolution, and the routing İssues
associated with minimizing multiple router hops in ATM networks.

1.9 Voice over ATl\ıI
As real-time voice services have been traditionally supported in the WAN vra
circuit-based techniques (e.g., via T1 mnltiplexers or circuit switching), it is natural to
map these circuits to ATM CBR PVCs using circuit emulation and ATM adaptation
Layer 1 (AA.L1 ). However, there are significant disadvantages in using circuit
emulation in that the bandwidth must be dedicated for this type of traffic (whether there
is useful information being transmitted or not), providing a disincentive for corporate
users to implement circuit emulation as a long-term strategy. For example, a Tl 1.544_:_
Mbps circuit requires l.74 Mbps of ATM bandwidth when transmitted in circuit
emulation mode. This does not dowt.!Play its İmportance as a transitional strategy to
address the installed base.
As technology has evolved, the inherent burstiness of voice and many real-time
applications can be exploited (along with sophisticated compression schemes) to
decrease the cost of transmission significantly through the use of VBR-RT connections
over ATM.

VBR techniques for voice exploit the inherently bursty nature of voıce
communication, as there are silence periods that can result in increased efficiency. The
following silence periods (in decreasing levels of importance) arise:
•

When no call is up on a particular trunk; that is, the trunk is idle <luring off-peak
hours (trunks are typically engineered for a certain call-blocking probability: at
night, all the trunks could be idle)

•

When the call is up, but only one person is talking at a given time

10
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When the call is up, and no one is talking

Work is just starting in the ATM Fonun on ATM adaptation for VBR voice.
The addition of more bandwidth-effective voice coding (e.g., standard voice is
coded using 64---kbps PCM) is economically attractive, pa:rtictrl-arly over long-haul
circuits and Tl ATM mtedaces. Various compression .scbemes have been standardized
in the industry (e.g., G720 series of standards). Making these coding schemes dynamic
provides the network operator the opportunity to free up bandwidth under- network.
congestion conditions. For example, with the onset of congestion; increased levels of
voice compression could be dynamically Invoked, thus freeing up bandwidth and
potentially alleviating the congestion while diminishing the quality of the voice during
these.periods,
A further enhancement to the support of voice aver ATM is to support voice
switching over SV-Cs. This entails interpreting PBX signaling and routing voice calls to
the appropriate destination PBX (see Figure 1.5). The advantage from a traffic
management perspective is that comıection admission controls can be applied to new
voice calls; under network congestion oonditioı:ıs,. these- calls could. be rerouted over the
public network and therefore not cause additional levels of congestion.

• FaxJmodem cetection
• Eeho carceıanon
• Mıjtlple compresaton schemes
(e.g. PCM, LO-CELP, G729)

• Multiple PBXsignai~
schemes (e.g. NB, ISDN,
QSIG)

• Speechactivi:y
oeıectıo-ı
• Closed loop

• ccnverson to
ATM sigıaling

co'ıırors for
dy'ıamic

corpressıon
• cemnca:ıon a ıd
adaptation

.

•

••
·Figure 1.5 Voice Switching over SVCs
The ATM Forum is currently focusing İts efforts on voice handled on CBR SVCs.

VBR~RTvoice is a future standards activity ~

1.10 Video over ATM
While circuit-based videoconferencing streams (including motion JPEG- rumring at
rates around 10· Mbps) can be handled by standard circuit emulation using AAL-1, the
ATM Forum hasspecified the use ofVBR--RT VCs using AAL-5 for MPEG2 on ATM

n

for video-on-demand
resources.

applications, as this approach makes better use of networking

MPEG is a set of standards addressing coding of video and surround-souad audio
signals and synchronization of video and audio signals during tlre playback of 1\ıtPEG
data. It rum in the 2 Mbps to 15 Mbps range (with bursts above these rates)
corresponding to VCR and broadcast quality respectively. The initial MPEG standard
(¥PEG 1) was targeted at VHS-quality video and audio. MPEG2 targets applications
requiring broadcast-quality· video and audio and HDTV. MPEG2 coding can result in
one of the following two modes:

•

Program streams-variable-length packets that carry a single program
multiple programs with a common time base

•

Transport streaıııs,--188-byte packets that contain rmıltiple programs (for
examples, see Figure l .67.

or

• Video and audio encoder
• Packetizer

• Gellification of variable length
vide? packet

•
Figure 1.6 Transport Streams

In both cases, time stamps are inserted into MPEG2 packets during the encoding
and multiplexing process. MPEG2 assumes a constant-delay model across the network,
thus allowing the decoder to exactly follow the original encoder source clock. Due to
the cost of coding, MPEG2 is primarily used in a non-interactive broadcast mode as
would be the case for a point-to-multipoint broadcast in residential video on demand
applications and in a business TV application for training or employee comr:mınication

tz

1.11 ATM Traffic Management
Broadly speaking, the objectives of ATM traffic management are to deliver quality
of-service (QoS) guarantees for the multimedia applications and provide overall
optimization of network resources. Meeting these objectives enables enhanced classes
of service and offers the potential for service differentiation and increased revenues,
while simplifyingnetwork operations and reducing network cost.
ATM traffic management and its various functions can be categorized into three
distinct elements based on timing requirements.First, are nodal-level controls that
operate in real time. 11ıese are implemented in hardware and include queues -supporting
different loss and delay priorities, fairly weighted queue-servicing algorirhms, and rate
controls that provide policing and traffic shaping. Well-designed switch-buffer
architectures and capacity are critical to effective network operation. Actual network
experience and simulation has indicated that large, dynamically allocated output buffers
provide the flexıbilityto offer the best price perfornıaoce far supporting various traffic
types with guaranteed QoS.. Dynamically managing buffer space means that all shared
buffer space is flexibly allocated to VCs on an as-needed basis. Additionally, per virtual
connection (VC) queuing enables traffic shaping, and early and partial packet-level
discard have been shown to improve network performance significantly.
Second, network-level controls operate in near real time; These are typically; but
not exclusively., implemented in software mchıding connection admission control
(CAC) for new connections, network routing and rerouting -systems, and flow-control
rate adaptation schemes. Network-level controls are the heart of any traffic-management
system. Connection admission controls support sophisticated equivalent-bandwidth
algorithms with a high degree of configuration flexibility, based on the cell rate fur
CBR VCs, average cell rate plus 'a configurable increment for VBR VCs, and minimum
cell rate for ABR VCs. Dynamic class-of-service routing standards define support for
fully distributed link-state routing protocols, auto-reconfiguration on failure and on
congestion, and dynamic load spreading on trunk groups.
Flow control involves adjustingthe cell rate of the source in response to congestion
conditions and requires the implemeotalion of closed loop congestion mechanisms . This
does not apply to CBR traffic. For VBR and UBR traffi(:, flow control is left as a CPE
function. Wıth ABR., resource :management (RM) cells are defined, which allow
signalingof the explicit rate to be used by traffic sources. This is termed rate-based flow
control ABR is targeted at those applications that do not have fixed or predictable
bandwidth requirements and require access to any spare bandwidth as quickly as
possible while experiencing very low cell loss. This allows network operators to
maximize the bandwidth utilization of their network and sell spare capacity to users at a
substantial discount while still providing QoS guarantees. To enhance the effectiveness
of network-resource utilization, the ABR standard provides for end-to-end, segment-by
segment, and hop-by-hop service adaptation.
Third, network engineering capabilities .operaıing in nonreal time support data
collection, configuration management~and pbunnng tools {see Figure J; 7).
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Service attributes provıoeo:
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~~~-'"
_,
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- Poim'j)oint; poirı:-m41ltipoinı
- Syn ınetıiclas'ıffll' eıric ıratfic
QoS

- Delıı.,,.
- Delıı.İı~atbn
- Loss·

Neıııeık Cepeci.y

Figure 1. i Network Engineering Capabilities

1.12 Applications of AT~.ıl
A TM technologies, standards, and services are being applied in a wide range of
networking environments, as described briefly below (see Figure 1.8}:

•
ATM
Backbone
••

i.M'ultfmedia
'VPNs ·

Figure 1.8 ATM Technologies Standards, and Services
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•

A TM senrices-Service providers globally are introducing or already offering
ATM services to their business users.

•

ATM workgroup and campus networb-Enterprise
users are deploying
ATM campus networks based on the ATM LANE standards. Workgroup ATM
is more of a niche market with the wide acceptance of switched-Ethernet
desktop technologies.

•

A TM enterprise network eonsolidation--A new class of product has evolved
as an ATM multimedia network-consolidation vehicle. It is called an ATM
enterprise network switch. A :full-featuredATM ENS offers a broad range ofin
building (e.g., voice, video, LAN, and ATM} and wide-area interfaces (e.g.,
leased line, circuit switched, frame relay, and ATM at narrowband and
broadband speeds) and supports ATM switching, voice networking; frame-relay
SVCs, and integrated multiprotocol routing.

•

Multimedia virtual private network., and managed services-Service
providers are building on their ATM networks to offer a broad range of services.
Examples · include managed AThf, LA.ı"'l, voice and video services tthese- being
provided on a per-application basis, typically including customer-located
equipment and otfered on an ·end4o-end basis), and full-service virtual private
networking capabilities (these including integrated multimedia, access and
network management).

•

Frame-relay backbones-Frame-relay service providers are deploying ATM
backbones to meet the rapid growth of their frame-relay services to use as a
networking infrastructure fur a range of data services and to enable frame relay
to ATM service interworking services..

•

Internet. backbones-Internet service providers are likewise deploying ATM
backbones to meet the rapid growth of their frame-relay services, to use as a
networking infrastructure fur a range of data services. and to enable Internet
class-of-service offerings and virtual private intr.met serviees;

•

Residential broadband networks-ATM is the networking infrastructure of
choice for carriers ,establishing ~'idential broadband services, driven by the
need for highly scalable solutions.

•

Carrier infnıstnıctures for the teleplrone· and private'-line ııdw'orb-Some
carriers have identified opportunities to make . more-effective
use of their
'
•• SONET/SDH fiber infrastructures by building an ATM infrastructure to carry
their telephony and private-line traffic.

l.13 Nortel's ATM Vision
Nortel believes that ATM is the only viable backbone networking technology that
can meet the objective of making multimedia calls as easy, reliable~and secure as voice
calls are today.
AThf coupled with SONET/SDH for fiber transport, sits at the core of Nortel's
long-tenn architectural vision. That vision embra.."eS various residentİ34 business, and
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mobile access arrangements with a set of voice/data/video and, ultimately, multimedia
servers. There will be many ways ef accessing ATM ,networks including desktop ATM,
switched Ethernet, wireless, and xDSL, to name a few. The vision includes extensive
support of multiple classes of service for native ATMY 1P~
ftame-relay-based, and
circuit-based applications, ATM accommodates the inherently bursty nature of data,
voice, and video applications and the compressibility of these traffic types for increased
storage and bandwidth effectiveness, Nortel also believes that frai:ne relay and ATM,
being both virtual-circuit ~.
provide a service continuum supporting the broadest
sets of speeds from sub-64 kbps all the way to Gbps. Finally, Nortel envisages a family
ofapplication servers around the periphery of this network to provide a range of data,
image, video and voice services that take advantage of increasing İnsensİtİvİty of the
network to distance (see Figure l.9) .
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A flexible scalable architecture:

· Service and media independent access
· Multiservice high performance transport
. Application servers on industry standard platforms
. Bandwidth on demand eliminating network as bottleneck

Figure 1.9 Nortel:Ş ATM Architectural Vision
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CHAPTER2
ATM FIREWALLS
1 Abstract
Here are many differences between ATM and today's most commonly used network 2.1
hnologies. New firewall architectures are required to exploit the advantages of ATM
:hnologyand to support the high throughput available in ATM networks.
This chapter begins with a discussion of the impact of ATM on firewalls and then
educes the idea of parallelized firewalls, which may be used in order to achieve the high
ormance necessary for ATM networks.

Introduction
Firewalls are a widely used security mechanism in the Internet today. They are mostly
to provide access control and audit at the border between the public Internet and private
networks, but are also used to secure critical subnets within private networks.
ATM is another somewhat newer trend in networking today. ATM provides a scalable
· · -speed network infrastructure, based on the concepts of fixed-length cells and virtual
· uits. These conceptual differences to "legacy" networks and the high throughput of ATM
networks present both challenges and new opportunities for firewall concepts.
This chapter discusses ATM specific topics of firewall design for ATM networks.
neral firewall issues such as security policies or implementation of firewalls are not
ussed.
It presents performance measurements of the two most important firewall componentsz
ket screens and proxy servers. It will be shown that the high processing requirements in
th packet screens and proxy servers are the source of a severe throughput bottleneck of
firewallsin ATM networks.
Also parallel protocol processing is introduced in chapter, this is one promising solution
o the need for increased firewall performance resulting from the high scalability of ATM
networks. Several concepts for parallel firewalls are discussed.
. The following section gives a short introduction into ATM before discussing the
consequences of using ATM in conjunction with firewalls. Different approaches to integrate
packet screens into "ClassicalIP over ATM" networks are considered.
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2.3 ATM as ~ challenge for firewalls
Firewalls:are·widely deployed.te protect criticalsubnetworks from public networks.
While today firewalls are mostly used in networks not exceeding throughputs of l O
Mbitls, most sites are currently upgrading to high-speed networks (HSN) like Fast
Ethernet, Gigabit-Ethemet or ATM As firewalls are, by design, "choke-points", firewall
perfürmance is a major roncem in HSNs. In addition to the performance requirements,
ATM networks also introduce new networking concepts, which require a revision of
current firewall concepts.

2.3.1 lıııplicatioııs of ATM on firewalls
ATM networks introduce four major clıallenges· to firewalls:-

2.3.1.1 Peıfoımance
Firewalls, as already stated, are a bottleneck by design. In order to increase security,
all traffic is channeled through a small number of firewall· systems; Current increase in
workstation perfurmance cannot cope with the easy scalability of ATM networks. 622
Mbit/s or even 1.2 Gbit/s can easily he achieved with ATM networks. Workstations
cannot perform even simple filtering at these speeds, In addition to the lack of firewalls
to transfer legitimate traffic at high speeds, various attat."ks can be perfurmed fJIUl,'"tr more
efficiently in high-speed networks. This is especially true for various "denial of service"
attacks, such as SYN-flooding and ICMP attacks resulting in packet storms. Audit fires
created during an attack can easily grow by some megabytes within minutes, preventing
the machine collecting further audit data after all the available audit data storage space
bas been filled.

2..J.1.2 New requirements
ATM has a number of features not available in "legacy" networks, most notably,
ATM supports various "quality of service" requirenrents;· a certain bandwidth or a fixed
maximum deJay during transmission can be specified individually (or virtual
connçctions in ATM networks. No currently availab~ firewall supports resource
reservation in order to keep track of these qualities of service requirements; This is
currently an active research area.

2.3.1.3 New ıisu
ATM networks require a number of new protocols (e.g, PNNI - "Private Network
Network Interface •• and ILMI - "Integrated Local Management Interfat.~'}. Even more
services are necessary to support CLIP or LAı'IB. The security implications of these
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protocols are not fully understood. Before firewalls can be integrated into such an
cuviromnent, the risks -asseeiaıed with these new protocols must be identified; this
requires extensive research,
2.3.lA Technical problems

As already described, ATM networks differ from "legacy'' networks: İn many ways.
Most firewall concepts have implied assumptions about the underlying network.
Application Jayer firewalls (proxies) are on a high level of abstraction and are therefore
more loosely coupled with the underlying network.
Packet screens, on the other hand, are usually based -on the assumptions that every ·
packet sent contains complete address information and that also the services accessed
can be identified · in every packet. Both assumptions are no longer valid in ATM
networks. These aspects are discussed in the following section.

2.3.2 Integration of packet screens into ATM networks
Packet screens filter packets based on information in the packet headers. In
'"Jegacy" networks the address information available allows packet screens to restrict
access to certain IP addresses and to TCP or UDP services.
As ATM cells contain only 5 bytes of header and 48 bytes of payload, a packet
screen operating on every cell has only very limited infomıat:ion available-. IP
datagrams, usually a few hundred bytes long, must be "segmented" into multiple cells
by the sender and "reassembled" at the destination.

2.3.2.1 Classical packet screens
As packet screens operate on IP datagrams, they bave to re-assemblt IP datagrams
from cells before filters can be applied. Datagrams, which are allowed to be forwarded,
must be segmented into cells once aga,_in after filtering. Segmentation and reassembly is
performed by hardware on the ATM interfaces and therefore does not İncrease the
packet screens processing load. After cells are reassembled to lP datagrams, the further
processing of these IP datagrams does not differ from packet screens used Jn "legacy"
••
networks.

2.3.2.2 Cell screens
The reassembly and segmentation in classical packet screens increases. the
transmission time, as all cells must arrive before the original datagram can be recovered
and filters can be applied. The delay can be reduced, ifthe packet screen could extract
the infomıation required for filtering from cells; thus ın-uiding reassembly.
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To understand how this could be implemented a short description of the
transmission mechanisms for IP datagrams over ATM networks is required. The CLIP
protocol stack is shown in figure 1.1. F~ a SNAP header is: prepended to an IP
datagram. The SNAP header identifies the transmitted payload as IP-. SNAP header (8
bytes) and IP datagram are then encapsulated in an AAL-5 frame. The AAL-5 frame has
a trailer of 8 bytes. It also contains a variable number of padding bytes to match the
frame exactly into multiple 48 bytes cells. This AAL-5 frame is segmented into cells,
where the last cell of the AAL-5 frame is marked. All cells are then sent on the same
virtualcircuit across the ATM network. ATM guarantees the ordered delivery of cells.

Figure 2.1 Cell-Screen: CLIP protocolstack
A cell screen can identify the fast cell of an AAL-5 frame, As all cells are delivered
in order, the next cell will he the first cell ofthe next datagram. This first cell contains 8
bytes of SNAP header, 20 bytes of IP header and 20 bytes: of TCP header. With the
complete IP and TCP (alternatively UDP) headers in the first cell, the packet screen has
all infuımation that is required fur filtering. If the forwarding of the datagram is allowed
by the filtering rules, the first cell and all following cells on the same virtual circuit are
forwarded until the last cell of an AAL-5 frame is found. If the datagram must be
blocked, the packet screen discards all cells up to and including the last cell of the AAL-

5 frame.
A cell screen can be implemented mainly in hardware and installed between an
external link and an internal switch. But, as most parts of a cell screen are already
required in ATM switches (forwarding of cells, recognition of the end of an AAL-5
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frame and selective discard of cells), the extension to support the missing cells screen
atures

is a natural one.

A cell screen imposes a shorter delay, as screening can occur after the first cell has
been received. The copy operations perfomıed by classical packet screens, which move
whole IP datagrams are also avoided; cell screens only have to copy the first cell for
screening, subsequent cells can be forwarded or dropped efficiently by the switching
hardware. The screening overhead for evaluation of the filter rules is, however, the same
for cell screens and classicalpacket screens.

2.3.2.3 Signaling Screens
Most firewall concepts rely on a combination of one or more packet screens and
one or more bastion hosts. The bastion hosts perform connection authentication on an
application layer level. The packet screens function is to allow the proxy servers to
communicate, while preventing all other communication. If another mecbanisin is
available, which ensures that only this legitimate communication can take place, no
packet screen is needed. For example a gateway firewall does not require a packet
screen, as it is the only machinethat is connected to both internal and external networks.
In ATM networks routing and forwarding are separate tasks. All routing decisions
are made during the setup of a virtual circuit. All data sent is forwarded along this
virtual circuit. The end systems of a virtual circuit (sender and receiver) can be
identified during connection setup before any data is sent. By specifying rules which
define which circuits may be setup between which end systems, all traffic can be forced
to be processed by a bastion host before it enters a network on the other side of the
firewall
Current ATM switches already support a simple filtering language; its structure is
similar to the filter rules 'Of packet screens in routers. Rules can be defined in an ATM
switch to expressively allow or deny the establishment of virtual circuits to a list of
ATM addresses. It requires only moderate effort to define rules that forbid the
establishment of virtual circuits·between internal and external end systems except for
the bastion host. The filter rules only have to be examined during the setup of a new
virtual circuit; there is no impact on the performance of the following communication.
Obviously the bastion host must be powerful enough to support the high bandwidth
availableor the traffic must be distributed among several parallel bastion hosts.

•

2.4 Performance of firewalls in ATM networks
An ATM test-network was setup for performance measurements of different
firewall concepts in high-speed networks. The following discussion summarizes the
results of performance measurements for the two most important firewall components packet screens and proxy servers.

2.5 Performance of packet screens
A workstation equipped"with two ATM interfaces was used as a packet screen for
the performance measurements. The software "IP-filter" (version 3.2) used on the
21
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:et screen allows the specification of filter rules. The tool ''Netperf' repeats write
calls on an already opened TCP connection for lO seconds. The throughput is calculated
_ the amount of data transferred.
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Figure 2.2 Throughput over a packet screen

The figure 2_.2 shows the achieved throughputs for three selected filter
configurations with O, l 00 and 250 rules. As expected the performance depends
primarily on the number of filter rules configured. The calculated theoretical maximum
throughput can only be reached with write calls longer than 2048 bytes. The reason for
the sharp drop of throughput for shorter write calls is the limited packet throughput of
the packet screen. In an OC-3c ATM network (155 Mbit/s) almost 180,000 datagrams
per second are necessary · in order to achieve the calculated theoretical maximum
throughput with message sizes below 40 bytes. While the workstations in our
environmentwere able to generate about 16,000 datagrams per second, the tested packet
screen reaches only about 8.000 datagrams per second, Adding more filter rules will
further reduce this value. As typical message sizes rarely exceed 500 bytes the expected
throughput of the packet screen in a real environment will be limited to 30-40 Mbit/s. In
order to reach the calculated theoretical maximum throughput of 120 Mbit/s for this
message size, the packet throughput of the packet screen must be four times higher. A
packet throughput of approximately 30,000 datagrams per second is necessary to reach
120 Mbit/s with a message size of 500 bytes. These results show that the actual data
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throughput is not a bottleneck, the packet throughput of the packet screen limits the
maximum throughput instead.

2.6 Performance of proxy servers
Proxy servers control connections at application level The processing of the
transferred data by an application process obviously requires more resources than a
check of datagrams at a packet screen. Nevertheless most firewall concepts are based on
proxy servers as better security can be achieved by doing access control on the
application level.
Despite the higher processing overhead it is also possible with proxy servers to
achieve a maximum throughput of 134 Mbit/s. But this throughput can only be achieved
r transfers of large quantities of data in large datagrams. For more important smaller
quantities· of data, fur instance the transfer of a HTML page, the connection
establishmenttime dominates the time required for transferring the data The connection
establishment time to a server via a standard proxy server İn a LAN environment was
measured·to be about 0.03 seconds. The time required to transfer a message of 16
kbytes is magnitudes lower. For that reason the time to open a connection and transfer a
message of 16 or 32 kbytes will take about 0.03 seconds, regardless of the length of the
message.
The data throughput and the increase İn connection establishment time designate a
more user-oriented view on proxy server performance. The number of parallel
connections is however just as important. First results show that dependent on the type
of proxy server less than l 00 active connections can be processed:at the same time on a
proxy server. The actual number of parallel connections- experienced in high-speed
networks can be much higher. Also the rising complexity of proxy servers (integration
of virus scanner, encryption etc.) will require a distribution among several bastion hosts.

2.7 Concepts for Parallel Firewalls
The throughput measurements for packet scıeens and proxy servers have shown
that the performance 'Of these dassical firewall concepts is not sufficient for high-speed
networks. The packet tlrroughput of workstation-based packet screens is too low to
result in an adequate throughput for typical IP datagram sizes, The high-processing
overhead of application layer firewalls such as proxy servers result in low maximum
throughputs, so that proxy servers are perceived as a bottleneck fur communication. In
the following section we start with an overview of parallel protocol processing in order
to introduce parallel firewallconcepts later on.

2.8 Parallel Protocol Processing
It turned out that a typical workstation is unable to provide the available throughput
of a high-speed network at transport level or application level due to a bottleneck İn the
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tocol processing in higher layer protocols such as TCP or IP. For this reason many
el processing approaches have been suggested.
·· the static methods all introduce some kind of pipelining in the protocol stack
ııbich differ in the achievable granularity of parallel processing, the dynamic methods
e either incoming packets (packet parallelism) or whole connections (connection
parallelism).
While packet parallelism fits very well for parallel packet screens the connection
parallelismis the better choice for concepts for parallel application level firewalls.

. 1 Parallel Bastion Hosts
As most proxy servers support TCP based services and TCP is a connection
ed protocol the connection parallelism is a straightforward choice for parallel
lication level firewalls. The load that has to be distributed among parallel'processes
the accumnJ:ated number of parallel connections a proxy server has to handle. We will
w discuss different basic approaches for distributing the load. This will lead to
parallelapplication level firewalls.

9 Static Distribution of Connections
The "load" denotes the 'number of open connections to a proxy server. If the load
to be shared we need solutions for distributing these connections.
The easiest way to distribute the load is to provide a separate proxy server for each
mv:ice (e.g, HTTP~ FTP...) that has to be supported. As traffic is statically mapped to
dedicated proxy servers, measurements have to show which proxy servers can be
mapped together on a single processor (e.g, bastion host) and which proxy servers
uld be mapped onto separate processors' or hosts.
By distributing the proxy servers among different hosts the security can also be
mıproved. If an intruder succeeds in attacking one bastion host, he still has no access to
other proxy servers. If on the other band all proxy servers are concentrated: on a single
ion host, all these services can re used by an intruder who succeeds in attacking this
bastion host to proceed attacking tht guarded net. The major disadvantage of this
lution is the static mapping of ail connections to a certain service to a dedicated proxy
server on a dedicated processor. If the current traffic differs from the expected traffic
e.g. more FTP requests than HTTP requests) the förejudged mapping may be
· ffieient, This may lead to situation where a single bastion host is under heavy load
while other parallel bastion hosts are idle.

2.10 Dynamic Distribution of Connections
The throughput can be improved by replicating a proxy server on multiple
processors, so that connections can be dynamicallymapped to replicated proxy servers.
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pie: Round-Robin DNS
A well-known example for dynamically distributed connections is a "Round Robin"
c:ıtension to DNS. All names of replicated · WWW servers which shall share the
cmmections are registered with a CNAME for the virtual "WWW" server. After each
kup the DNS server rotates the list ofCNAMEs. The next client requesting the name
the "WWW'' server will receive a different answer from the DNS server and the
amnections to the "WWW'' server will be- distnbuted among the parallel servers.
We have a dynamic distribution of connections, but we still can not make sure that
· load is balanced, as the distributing process does not get any feedback about the
load of the parallel proxy servers.

1:umple: Distribution by "meta" Proxy
A "Meta" proxy can improve the distribution of connections to the proxy servers.
All requests are sent to this "meta" proxy who chooses one of the parallel proxy servers
to process the request. As the parallel proxy servers may send status information to the
eta proxy this choice can be made load dependent (e.g. the proxy server with the
west load gets the request),
·
The main problem of the dynamic distribution is to find an inexpensive (fast)
algorithm that distributes the incoming connections among the parallel bastion host.
This distribution can either be centralized or decentralized.

2.11 Centralized vs. Decentralized Distribution
A single (Meta} proxy who distributes all incoming connections among the pool of
proxy servers, which actually serve the requests, may realize a centralized distnbution.
The advantage of this solution is that the meta proxy may gather status and load
statistics from the proxy servers that enables a fair and balanced distribution of
incoming connections. The meta proxy may also be able to redirect requests if it detects
an intrusion or failure of a bastion host. On the other hand the meta proxy has to handle
all incoming connections. It must be f\st enough so that the distnbution of connections
is not a bottleneck itself;
Another way to improve the throughput of centralized distribution is t(J make the
decision in the kernel (e.g, on the network (IP) layer). The low throughput of proxy
servers results from the. fact that the proxy servers are application level processes which
receive the request via one connection and forward it via another- one. If we just want to
distribute the incoming connections a kernel level process could forward the datagrams
to the bastion hosts. This mechanism is a special case of "Network Address Translation"
(NAT).

Example: Packet Screen as a Central Distributor
An example for a centralized distribution at the network level is a combination of
packet screen and parallel bastion hosts.
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Modem packet screens are able to map one IP address onto another (''Network
Address Translation" (NAT)) while they are filtering datagrams. This can be used to
distribute the datagrams to parallel bastion hosts depending on the load of the proxy
!ICl'VeI'S ( see figure 2. J).

Padre! Saeen NAT
Load Distribution

ATMSımaı

Figure 2.3 Distribution by "Network Address Translation" (NAT)
Measurements for a packet screen with enabled NAT show that the performance
impact of NAT is almost equal to the impact of 10-20 filter rules. Depending on the
type of traffic and the processing overhead of the proxy servers there is a risk that the
packet screen used for distribution may become the bottleneck in this setup.
There are, however, some points to be considered. First all datagrams of one
connection have to be forwarded to the same proxy server. Secondly there may also ,
exist inter-connection dependencies. For example the data stream and the control stream
of an FfP session should be mapped to the same proxy server. This may be
implemented by forwarding all connections of a client (represented by its IP address) to
the same proxy server. On the other hand mapping all incoming connections fıf the saine
client onto the .same proxy server may be too restrictive ih some environments. For each
kind of proxy server the context infomıation that have to be shared in order to resoIve
inter-connection dependencies must be' specified. The propagation of context
informationenables a higher degree of parallelism among the proxy servers,

2.12 Distribution over "native" ATM
The previous setup (figure 2.J) may be improved by using native ATM connections
between the packet screens and the parallel bastion hosts. All parallel bastion hosts
respond to the same IP address. The packet screen does not need to use time consuming
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NAT transformation on every IP datagram, it acts as a router and simply forwards an IP
datagram over one of the native ATM connections to a bastion host instead. The route
for an IP datagram cannot be a function of the destination IP address because the IP
addresses of the bastion hosts are all the same. The load distribution algorithm
calcu1atesthe path of a datagram. The use of the same IP address for multiple systems
usually has disastrous effects on the network. These problems do not occur in the
described setup
the bastions can only commımicate through the packet screen.
Further studies have to show quantitative aspects of performance improvements of this
approach.

as

The parallel proxy servers themselves may realize a decentralized distribution, Each
proxy server inspects all incoming connections and decides whether it is responsible for
this connection.

Example: Distributed connection response
The decentralized algorithm to decide whether or not to serve a connection may be
realized as a function of the first TCP segment (indicated by the SYN flag). This
method requires that all proxy servers similar to the concept of the parallel packet
screen can receive every packet. New connections can be distributed either randomly,
k>ad dependent, or dependent on information inside the datagram.

Example: Redirecting HTIP requests
The HTIP protocol enables servers to redirect requests by sending the clients an
alternative URL Parallel servers to balance their load can use this feature. Whenever a
server under heavy load receives a request it may decide to redirect the request to a
replicated server. An obvious problem with this approach is a spoofing of redirect
messages which increases the risk of"man in middle" attacks.

Example:Traasparent redirecting connections
Another disadvantage of the solution for HTTP İs the need for an explicit
cooperation between client and server. This cooperation.may be hidden by providing a
transparent connect {) system call in a shared library that replaces the standard
6brary function. The new connect () system call tries to open a connection. A server
may accept the connection or supply the address of an alternative server. As this
redirection is hidden by the connect () call, there is no need to change the client
software. Another advantage is that .it is a generic solution. It works for all TCP based
applications that use the library replacement. Note that this solution can be built on the
simpleprotocol used by SOCKS.
As a redirection of a connection increases the connection setup time, the tradeoff
between increased throughput and connection setup time has to be taken into account. A
redirection is usually only worth the increased setup time, if a large amount of data has
to be transferred. For small quantities of data it is more efficient to process the
connection without redirection and notify the client to use an alternate proxy server for
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subsequent connections. A prototype·that uses the described transparent redirection for a
dtitributed load balancing is currently developed.

13 Parallel packet screening
Measurements for the perfornıance of packet screens (figure ill have shown that a
typical workstation is able to perform screening .in a 155 Mbit/s ATM network for large
packet siz.es only. Unfortunately the average packet size in the Internet is much smaller.
The packet throughput of the investigated packet screen bas to be increased about four
timesto reach acceptable throughputs with smaller packet sizes.
Parallel packet screens based on the paradigm of "packet parallelism" provide a
scaJable solution for high-speed networks. "Packet parallelism" fits very well for
parallelpacket screens that do not care about connection contexts. As there is no need to
update any connection contexts, any packet of any connection may be screened in
parallel Of course this is the case for connectionless (UDP) traffic anyway.
A distributed decision about which packet screen is responsible for the filtering has
be made. The additional costs for this. decision must be very low compared to the
,tal costs of filtering. Every packet screen in the parallel setup inspects every packet
and iımnediately discards packets that another screen is responsible for. The decision
which packet screen is responsible for a packet may be a function of infonnation
clements in the packets. For example the hash value of the IP checksum may be used as
index to the packet screen that has to examine the packet. All other packet screens
may discard the packet. Because the IP checksum is likely to differ for successive
packets this algorithm should assure an almost balanced distribution.
Example: Broadcast LAN implementation
The implementation is very simple for broadcast LANs such as Fast-Ethernet,
Gigabit-Ethemet, or FDDI. In the case of Fast-Ethernet the parallel packet screens can
be placed between two Hubs. The Hubs ensure that all packets are distnbuted to all
parallelpacket screens.

•
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Figure 2.4 Parallel Packet Screen (Fast-Ethernet/Gigabit-Ethernet)

Example: ATM Implementation
As ATM networks are connection-oriented the required broadcast functionality
must be emulated. An ATM switch can be used for a very efficient implementation. It is
possible to configure a point-to-multipoint connection so that the switch copies all
incoming cells to multiple outgoing virtual channels. This mechanism can be used· to
assure that all packet screens in an AT~ network receive the incomingpackets.
A problem arises by the increased possibility of failure due to the parallel packet
screens. By monitoring or status propagation one should
., make sure that ı:a failure is
detectable so that the distributed filtering algorithm may be adjusted to the new number
of parallel packet screens. On the other hand with failure detection there is no longer a
singlepoint of failure. If one of the packet screens breaks down the others take over.

2.14 Conclusions
This chapter discussed the impact of ATM on firewalls. The functional differences
between ATM and "legacy" network means that classical :firewall concepts (for
"legacy" networks) cannot be applied to ATM technology without modification. These
differences have a greater impact on packet screens than application level firewalls, as
they are more dependent on the underlying network than application level firewalls.
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Three different approaches for packet screens were introduced: classical packet screens,
cells screens and signalingscreens.
The highly scalable ATM technology raises throughput problems for both packet
screens and proxy servers. This emphasizes the necessity for the parallel firewall
concepts we have introduced, which overcome the throughput bottleneck. Parallel
firewallscan provide scalable solutions for upcoming high-speed networks.
Prototypes of parallel :firewalls will be developed in further research. Other
important aspects, which will have strong functional and performance impact on
firewalls, are the development of "native" ATM :firewalls and the integration of
cryptographic mechanismsinto firewallconcepts.

•
•
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CHAPTER3
WIRELESS ATM

.1 Introduction
As the deployment of wireless LANs grows, there is a heed for higher data rates.
As a result, spectrum has been allocate for high performance LANs (HIPERLAN) and
SUPERNET activities at 5GHz, supporting connectivity of 20 to 25 Mbit/s. Moving to
even higher frequencies (40 and 60 GHz) with connectivity of 1 OOMbit/s is the subject
f current research, although these higher frequencies are more suited to fixed links
applications.
Because of the wide range of services supported by ATM networks, ATM
echnology is expected to become the dominant networking technology for both public
infrastructure networks and LANs. ATM infrastructure can support all types of services,
from time-sensitive voice communications and multimedia conferencing to bursty
transaction processing and LAN traffic. Extending the ATM infrastructure with wireless
access meets the needs of users and customers who want a unified end-to-end
networking infrastructure with high performance and consistent service. Wireless ATM
adds the advantages of mobility to the already great service advantages of ATM
networks.

3.2 Background of Wireless Technologies
Wireless technologies and systems are fairly new to telecommunications and are
still emerging on the scene. Currently, wireless LAN technologies are comprised of
infrared, UHF radio, spread spectrum, and microwave radio. These technologies can
range from frequencies in the MHz (US), GHz (Europe), to infrared frequencies. The
personal communication network (PCN) can either use code-division multiple access
(CDMA), or time-division multiple access (TDMA). There is a considerable
controversy among experts in the field regarding the relative merits of spread spectrum
(CDMA) and narrow-band (TDMA) for private communication network (PCN). The
preferred technique may actually vary with the specific PCN application scenario to be
addressed. Below is a brief description of CDMA and TDMA.
•

Spread Spectrum (CDMA): The term spread spectrum defines a class of
digital radio systems in which the occupied bandwidth is considerably
greater than the information rate. The term code-
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division multiple access (CDMA) is often used in reference to
spread spectrum systems and refers to the possibility of
transmitting several such signals in the same portion of spectrum
by using pseudo random codes for each one. This can be achieved
by either frequency hopping (A series of pulses of carrier at
different frequencies, in a predetermined pattern), or direct
sequence (A pseudo random modulating binary waveform whose
symbol rate . is a large multiple of the bit rate of the original bit
stream) spread spectrum.
•

Time Division Multiple Access (TOMA): TOMA divides the
radio carriers into an endlessly repeated sequence of small time
slots (channels). Each conversation occupies just one of these
time slots. So instead of just one conversation, each radio carrier
carry's a number of conversations at once. With the development
of digital systems TOMA is being more widely used.

3.3 Reasons for Wireless ATM
Since the beginning the concept of ATM is for end-to-end communications (i.e. in a
WAN environment). The communication protocol will be the same (i.e. ATM), and
companies will no longer have to buy extra equipment (like routers or gateways) to
interconnect their networks. Also, ATM is considered to reduce the complexity of the
network and improve the flexıbility while providing end-to-end consideration of traffic
performance. That is why researchers have been pushing for an ATM cell-relay
paradigm to be adopted as the basis for next generation wireless transport architectures.
There are several factors that tend to favor the use of ATM cell transport for a
personal communication network. These are:

.

•

Flexıble bandwidth allocation and service type selection for a
range of applications

•

Efficient multiplexing of traffic from bursty data/multimedia
sources

•

End-to-end provisioning of broadband services over wireless and
wired networks

•

•

Suitability of available ATM switching equipment for inter-cell
switching

•

Improved service reliabilitywith packet switching techniques

•

Ease of interfacing with wired B-ISDN systems that will form the
telecommunications backbone

In general, internetworking may always be seen, as a solution to achieve wireless
access to any popular backbone network but the consequence, in this case, is a loss of
the ATM quality of service characteristics and original bearer connections. The more
internetworking there is in a network, the less harmonized the services provided will be.

3.2

Therefore, it is important to be able to offer appropriate wireless extension to the ATM
network infrastructure.
One of the fundamental ideas of ATM is to provide bandwidth on demand.
Bandwidth has traditionally been an expensive and scarce resource. This has affected
the application development and even the user expectations. So far, application
development has been constrained because data transmission pipes cannot support
various quality of service parameters, and the maximum data transmission bandwidth
that the applications have to interface with is relatively small. Finally, ATM has
removed these constraints. Bandwidth bas become truly cheap and there .is good support
for various traffic classes. A new way of thinking may evolve in application
development.
The progress towards ATM transport in fixed networks has already started and the
market push is strong. It can be expected that new applications will evolve that fully
exploit all the capabilities of the ATM transport technology. The users will get used to
this new service level and require that the same applications be able to run over wireless
links. To make this possible the wireless access interface has to be developed to support
ATM quality of service parameters.
The benefits of a wireless ATM access technology should be observed by a user as
improved service and improved accessibility. By preserving the essential characteristics
of ATM transmission, wireless ATM offers the promise of improved performance and
quality of service, not attainable by other wireless communications systems like cellular
systems, cordless networks or wireless LANs. In addition, wireless ATM access
provides location independence that removes a major limiting factor in the use of
computers and powerful telecom equipment over wired networks.
The following diagram shows a typical ATM Network:
Ccnnıuricı1on by
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Figure 3.2 A Typical ATM Network .

3.4 Wireless ATM Architecture
The architecture proposed for wireless ATM is composed of a 'large number of
small transmission cells called Pico cells. A base station serves each Pico cell. All the
base stations in the network are connected via the wired ATM network. The use of
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ATM switching for intercell traffic also avoids the crucial problem of developing a new
backbone network with sufficient throughput to support intercommunication among
large number of small cells. To avoid hard boundaries between Pico-cells, the base
stations can operate on the same frequency.
Reducing the size of the Pico-cells has major advantages in mitigating some of the
major problems associated with in-building wireless LANs. The main difficulty
encountered is the delay due to multi-path effects and the lack of a line-of-sight path
resulting in high attenuation. Pico-cells can also have some drawbacks as compared to
larger cells. There are a small number of mobiles, on average, within range of any base
station, so base-station cost and connectivity is critical. As cell size is reduced, hand
over rate also increases. By using the same frequency, no hand-over will be required at
the physical layer. The small cell sizes also give us the flexıbility of reusing the same
frequency, thus avoiding the problem of running out of bandwidth.
The mobile units in the cell communicate with only the base-station serving that
particular cell, and not with other mobile units. The basic role of the base station is
interconnection between the LAN or WAN and the wireless subnets, and also to transfer
packets and converting them to the wired ATM network from the mobile units.
In traditional mobile networks, transmission-cells are "colored" using frequency
division multiplexing or code division multiplexing to prevent interference between
cells. Coloring is a wasteful of bandwidth because in order for it to be successful there
must be areas. between re-use which are idle. These inactive areas could potentially be
used for transmission.
The following diagram shows a typical ATM to Base Station Connection:

•
Jı

Figure 3.3 ATM to Base Station Connection
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3.5 Standards
Wireless ATM research has been active for some time now. There are many papers
written on wireless ATM and there are even announced wireless ATM prototypes such
as RATM (Radio ATM) by Olivetti research laboratory. Yet, the most important type of
activity has been missing from wireless ATM scene. For companies with business
interests, the main objective is often to implement only equipment/systems conforming
to standards. Therefore, October 1995 has been a significant milestone for wireless
ATM. In October, the wireless ATM subject has been brought to two different
standardizationforums, namely the ETSI STC RES10 and ATM forum.
Currently, there are three standard bodies that have defined the physical layer in
support of ATM: ANSI, CCITT/ITU-T, and the ATM Forum. None of these forums
have considered the wireless ATM interface. ETSI RES10 sub-technical committee is
the first standardization body to start working on wireless multimedia, ATM
compatibility,and standardization. RES1 O committee has already been engaged with the
HIPERLAN (High Performance Radio Local Area Network) standardization and the
wireless ATM group has just started to work on this new subject. The initial work will
be concentrating on possible usage scenarios and specific requirements. Also, the search
for available spectrum in the 5.2 GHz range for wireless ATM system is crucial and
therefore one of the first.tasks of RES10. The following table shows a tentative work
schedule.

Workplan for ETSI RES IO work on wireless multimedia standard:

1work milestone

1112

I

lstart of the RESlO work
~
First draft on the standard
AJ>proval bv the Sub-Technical Committee (STC)
tTechnicalCommittee {TC}approval

lloctober 1995
IApril 1997
!September 1997
!!December1997

I

•

The ATM forum is not an official standardization body, but it plays a significant
role in the standardization arena because of its strong industrial participation and
support. Wireless ATM activity has not been officially approved in The ATM forum,
but the first contribution on this item was introduced in a Honolulu meeting, on October
of 1995. This contnbution was written by Motorola and it received significant attention.
The December 1995 meeting addressed wireless ATM again to evaluate the relevance
and role that it will play.
One solution would be to divide the standardization of wireless ATM between the
ATM forum and RESlO. It would probably be wise to let the ATM forum concentrate
on the fixed network side and RES10 on the wireless inıerface. The main focus of The
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3.5.1 Wireless ATM Network Demonstrator
Objectives
•

To specify a wireless, customer premises, access system for ATM networks that
maintains the service characteristics and benefits of the ATM networks to the
mobile user

•

To promote the standardization of wireless ATM access

.•

To demonstrate and carry out user trials and test the .feasibilityof a radio based
ATM access system

Summary
The Magic WAND project (Wireless ATM Network Demonstrator) covers the
whole range of functionality from basic (wireless) data transmission to shared multi
media applications, in Europe. The primary goal of the project is to demonstrate that
wireless access to ATM, capable of providing real multi-media services to mobile users,
is technically feasible; The project partners have chosen to use the 5 GHz frequency
band for the demonstrator and to perform studies on higher bit rate operation >50 Mb/s
in the 17 GHz frequency band.
The aim of the user trials is to verify a wireless access system for ATM networks
that maintains the service characteristics and benefits of ATM networks in the 5 GHz
range allocated to wireless high speed data transmission. The feasibilityof a radio based
ATM access system will be demonstrated by the user trials with selected end-user
groups in hospital (medical consultation) and office environments.
The- medical consultation shows an advanced scenario, fully exploiting the wireless
ATM service capabilities ·in the hospital environment. The NTOS (Joint Video
TelecommunicationOperating System) will be used with an X-ray viewing application,
using both native audio and video services over ATM. In this scenario, doctors will be
equipped with a mobile terminal while visiting patients- With the help of" a wireless
ATM connection, doctors are able to retrieve patient information from the network,
consult expert doctors, and share documents.
The setup can be seen in the following figure.
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Figure 3.4 Setup of a Wireless ATM Network

Wireless ATM intends to extend all the benefits of the ATM and therefore also the
ATM signaling and virtual channels/paths into the mobile terminal raising important
issues that have to be solved both in the wireless access interface and in the supporting
customer premises ATM network. In the air interface the wireless ATM transmission
will be subject to the problems associated with the radio medium and therefore special
radio design measures will be required in order to offer users an adequate level of
service. These measures constitute some of the major technical challenges of this
project.
The main result of the project will be a Wireless ATM Access Network
Demonstration system that· will serve
•.. as a proof of concept for the developed
technology and help the wireless ATM standardization work. The current achievements
of the project include the complete functional system specification on the demonstrator
that has been specified with the SDL (Specification and Description Language) and
verifjed with the simulation model. In addition, the project has defined the exact demo
platform setup and therefore enabled the basis for the implementation work that has
been started on all parts of the system.
Besides demonstrator work, the project has been active in its liaison and.
standardization activities. The stochastical radio channel model for channel simulations
was developed and verified by measurements on 5 and I 7 GHz frequency bands. The
model has been given as an input e.g. for SIGl work. Furthermore, the project has been
active in the standardization forum by contrıbuting and harmonizing the work between
ATM forum and ETSI RES10.
The Magic WAND project will continue the work on gaining knowledge on the
wireless ATM radio design and its medium access control functions as well as wireless
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.TM specific Control and Signaling functions. These results will be further contributed
ETSI and ATM fonun in order to influence all of the relevant standards for wireless

3.5.2 ATM Wireless Access Communication System
Objectives
The goals of the ATM Wireless Access Communication system (AWACS) project
are the development of a system concept and testbed demonstration of public access to
B-ISDN services. The system will offer low mobility terminals operating in the 19GHz
band with a support of user bit rates up to 34Mbit/s with radio transmission ranges ofup
to 1 OOm. The demonstrator of ATM Wireless Access (AWA) pre-prototype equipment
will immediately provide propagation data, BE~ and ATM· performance at 19GHz.
Based on this information, enhancement techniques for AWACS will be investigated to
support cellular, as well as spectrum and power efficient radio access technologies
associated with HIPERLAN type 4 specifications.

Summary
AWACS technical approach will be centered around a testbed and associated trial
campaign program. Trials will be conducted using the existing ATM Wireless access
platform made available to the project by one of its partners. Associated program of
work will then be directed on enhancing this current state-of-art system towards the
final target features of the emerging ATM wireless specifications, in particular .
IDPERLAN type 4 as currently being defined by ETSI-RES10. These enhancements to
the existing demonstrator will be considered in the following areas:
•

application of source/channel
intelligentantennas

coding

and

•

optimization of link layer protocols to match ATM
bearer types

•

feasibility of 40GHz RF technology for ATM
wireless LAN applications

•

mobility management techniques together with the
impact on the radio bearer appropriate for high bit
rate communications

•

The AWACS field trial will cover the concept of 'virtual office' trials. This will
include three potential cases, depending on the technical capabilities of the
demonstrator:
•

wireless multimedia communication link between
an engineer at the production site and an expert at
this office
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•

video communication in
physicallyseparated sites

meetings

between

•

visual, wireless network access to virtual office
facilitiesat one of the partner's location

The objectives of these trials can be summarized as follows:
•

improvement
of
communication
between
physically separated offices by telepresence
technologies

•

reduce the need of traveling between the
geographically separated offices

•

improve the response time of expert advise ın
problem solving by visual communications

•

free staff.from fixed office hours

Key Issues
The key issues to be considered include:
•

the perfornıance evaluation of a 19GHz ATM
compatible modem

•

identification of the strengths and weaknesses of
the · existing ATM wireless experimental
demonstrator

•

investigation of possible enhancement to the ATM
compatible modem

•

AWACS field trials with the concept of 'virtual
office,' which aims to improve the communication
between physically separated offices by
telepresence technologies

3.5.2.1 Expected Results

•

•• The AWACS demonstrator based on ATM in packet transmission schemes will
support limited, slow speed mobility as it is in line with expected use of high data
services. Therefore, the project generally covers the following directions that are open
to developers of mobile communication systems for the future:
•

construction of a wireless system providing
seamless service in connections to hardwired
systems (quality oriented system)

•

services making the most of the excellent mobility
and portability of mobile communication systems
(mobility oriented system)
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The AWACS trials will indicate the capacity of the available system in a real user
environment. The trials results will contnbute to the development of common
specifications and standards such as ETSI-RESIO (for IDPERLAN type 4
specifications),ITU, TIC and ARIB in Japan.

3.5.3 International joint ventures
Wireless ATM is just barely getting started and there is a worldwide effort to unify
and standardize its operation. The Public Communication Networks Group of Siemens
AG, Newbridge Networks, and Broadband Networks Inc. announced an extensive joint
research and development program to address the digital wireless broadband networks
market. The three companies will focus on integrating BNI's broadband wireless
technology with the Siemens /Newbridge Alliance's MainStreetXpress(TM) family of
ATM switching products to develop wireless network base stations that are fully
compatible with wireline services.
BNI has already deployed terrestrial wireless networks that provide wireless cable
in a digitally compressed MPEG2 (Motion Pictures Experts Group) format, delivering
laser disk quality transmissions with the capacity for hundreds of channels. The
Siemens I Newbridge Alliance offers carriers the most comprehensive suite of ATM
products and the largest ATM corein:frastructure switch, scaleable up to 1 Terabit and
beyond. The introduction of ATM into the broadband wireless environment will enable
network operators to cost effectively deploy high capacity access services such as high
speed data, broadcast (cable) distribution, and Internet access in the 28 GHz range. By
incorporating both MPEG2 and ATM into the broadband wireless environment, the
network solution provided by BNI and the Siemens/Newbridge Alliance ensures high
speed, high quality, and high capacity video, voice, and data transmissions. It also
represents an effective bandwidth allocation that ensures sufficient capacity for
additional innovative residential and commercial services as they evolve.

3.6 Conclusion
While wireless communication is experiencing fast evolution, the fixed network has
been going towards B-ISDN with ATM concept. ATM will offer data rates that are
considerably higher than current fixed network services. Interworking witq ATM will
set extremely hard requirements on the wireless air interface, but hopefully continued
development in technology will enable the industry to manufacture smaller and less
power consuming terminals with increased performance and functionality.The
prediction of future is always uncertain but it can be assumed that frequencies under 2
GHz remain mainly for mobile communications where only low bit rate services are
offered (both data and speech). In this case, connections requiring close to 2 Mbit/s or
more will need to be moved on, to the higher frequencies. The possible choices at the
moment seem to be around 5.2 GHz and I 7. I GHz. The successful introduction of
wireless ATM is strongly related to the success of ATM/B-ISDN in wired networks.
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CHAPTER4
ATM VS. ETHERNET
1 Abstract
ATM has been seen as the ultimate networking technology that will allow true broadband
orking for the future. At the time ATM was introduced, it was generally estimated that it
just a matter of time when ATM replaces other network technologies. Today the estimates
no longer wholly in favor of ATM. The most popular LAN technology, Ethernet, is still a
t technology, despite its age. Switching, Fast Ethernet and Gigabit Ethernet have brought
re bandwidth to the technology, quality of service is under development and the road goes
wards company backbones. There is an ongoing battle between ATM and Ethernet and this
paper studies the two technologies, their advantages and disadvantages compared to each
ther.

4.2 Introduction
ATM is a telecommunication technology with great promises. In 1988, ITU-T proposed
ATM as the telecommunication standard for the broadband ISDN (BISDN). Many have seen
ATM as the ultimate integrated-services network: unlimited bandwidth on demand; computer
data, voice and video over one cost-effective infrastructure; seamless interconnect between
the local area and the wide area. A technology with such promises does sound great.
Ethernet is a network technology that was designed to transfer computer data in local area
networks. It didn't aim to provide a solution for all telecommunication needs. However,
Ethernet has become a very successful and dominant technology. With the latest
enhancements, it has turned out to be a feasible technology even beyond the LAN'. Ethernet
has not been replaced by ATM, which did seem inevitable at the time ATM was introduced.

4.3 Ethernet overview
Ethernet is the most popular LAN technology today. Approximately 80% of all LAN
installations deploy Ethernet. This represents over 120 million hosts [10]. Ethernet is well
understood, easy to install, cheap and the technoldgy with the best support from
manufacturers. The basic transfer rate of Ethernet is 1 OMbps.
Traditional Ethernet is a shared access technology, based on a broadcast medium. All of
the stations attached to the Ethernet share a single communications medium, a coaxial or a
twisted pair cable. The broadcast nature of Ethernet is very different to the peer-to-peer
networking of ATM.
Ethernet comes in two topologies: bus and star. The bus, utilizing coaxial cable, was the
original topology that is rarely used anymore, due to difficulties of adding or
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ving users and troubleshooting. Today, by far the most common topology is a star,
which uses twisted pair cables, shielded or wıshielded. In a star topology all stations are
wired to a central wiring concentrator who has a port for each station. The concentrator
can be a hub or a switch, which is more common nowadays.
A hub is a "dump" physical layer device that broadcasts signals from the source
port to all other ports. A switch is a smarter datalink layer device that forwards frames
from the source port to the destination port only. This decreases the number of
collisions in the whole network. In short, switching is a technique that divides a LAN to
several smaller network segments, or collision domains, providing full bandwidth to
each segment and diminishing the overall network congestion. Switching is a very
popular and easy way to add capacity to Ethernet. To get a switched Ethernet, only the
hub needs to be replaced into a switch. The equipment and software in the Ethernet
hosts remain unaffected. Most current Ethernet networks are based on switching.
Stations access the shared medium of Ethernet using an access scheme called
Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Detection (CSMA/CD). It's a democratic
scheme giving all stations an equal ability to transmit data. Before transmitting data, a
station listens to the medium and starts transmitting only if the medium is free. A
collision can happen if two stations start transmitting at the same time. When a collision
is detected, all transmissions are damaged and stations stop transmitting. A station
restarts transmit after a partially random period of time, determined by a backoff
algorithm, and again only if the medium is free. CSMA/CD is a simple and viable
access technology.
Ethernet uses variable-length packets called frames to carry data. The size of the
frame is from 72 to 1526 bytes, of which 26 bytes is dedicated to the header [4].
Ethernet has been extended twice over the years to provide more bandwidth and to
better compete with other broadband technologies. Fast Ethernet transports data at 100
Mbps and Gigabit Ethernet at a staggering I 000 Mbps. These extensions leverage the
familiar Ethernet technology while retaining the CSMA/CD scheme of the original 1 O
Mbps Ethernet.
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.. 4 Technology comparison
.4.1 General
ATM is a complex technology. There are tons of standards covering various aspects
of ATM [2J. One can imagine that the complexity is pretty much due to the nature of
ATM of trying to be one-solution-fits-all, technology from LAN to WAN, for all data
types. The connection-orientation also largely contributes to the overall complexity,
because it requires the existence of specific signaling and routing protocols. The
complexityis driven by the powerful capabilitiesin ATM, but not all need them.
While there are many standards, some parts of the technology had to wait
standardization for a long time, and this slowed down the adoption of the technology.
The PNNI-interfuce was not standardized until 1996, and being a major interface
between public ATM networks, the interoperability between public networks was not
possible. Interoperability is still an issue.
In contrast, the beauty of Ethernet is its simplicity. Only a few standards cover the
wholetechnology. The technology is easy to understand and deploy. This is the primary
reason for the popularity and wide adoption of Ethernet.
A great benefit for ATM is that it is independent of the underlying transport
mechanism. ATM does not defiıie Media Access Control (MAC) mechanism (lower
part of datalink layer, the other being LLC) or the physical layer, whereas Ethernet does
define these. As a consequence, ATM can run on top of different transport mechanisms
and can adapt to new transport technologies and greater speeds. Without physical
independency,the final goal of ATM running everywhere would simplybe impossible.
The original Ethernet technology has been available since 1976 [14]. ATM
technology has been utilized since 1994, USA and Finland being the first countries [12].
By looking at these years, we can say that Ethernet technology is more mature than
ATM. However, the comparison nowadays is done between Gigabit Ethernet and ATM,
and Gigabit Ethernet is surely less mature of these two. Gigabit Ethernet Alliance was
formed in 1996 to develop and standardize the technology. On the other hand, the
.standardization has been speedier for Ethernet, and people speaking for Gigabit Ethernet
'say that building on the original well-proven principles, Gigabit Ethernet should pose
little technical problems.
• Only a few applications have been developed for ATM. In addition of lacking
native applications taking true advantage of ATM, there me few experts on ATM in the
field.
ı.
•

••
4.4.2 Bandwidth
ATM offered massive bandwidth at the time it was introduced. Speeds of 155 Mbps
and awesome 622 Mbps attracted people to ATM. It was seen that once the need for
greater bandwidths arises, Ethernet LANs get replaced with ATM networks. The speed
of 25 Mbps was proposed as the bandwidth to the desktop, but in practice it was not
worth going from 1 O Mbps Ethernet to 25 Mbps ATM, mostly for economical reasons.
After two upgrades, Ethernet fights back. ATM can no longer compete in pure
speed. The routing and switching technology has improved and ATM alone can't take
advantage of simple and fast hardware switching. The new gigabit speeds put burden on
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the back-end servers, and the server processing speed is becoming the bottleneck rather
than the network.
An important point to make is that the actual bandwidth for the payload is always
smaller than the full transmission speed of the medium. This is because the protocols
and their headers· eat up some of the total bandwidth, and there usually exists a couple
layers of protocols.

4.4.3 Scalability
One important benefit of ATM is that ATM can be used as both LAN and WAN
technologies. The original idea of ATM was the concept of spanning over
LAN/MAN/WAN, and utilizing the same protocol over the entire network, eliminating
the requirement for routers and gateways. This vision has not materialized. Instead, of
these, the WAN has proven to be ATM's strong suit. "Despite the talk about Gigabit
Ethernet disp1acingit, ATM continues to be a great fit in the WAN" [ 13].
The original Ethernet was· purely a LAN technology, but Fast Ethernet took
Ethernet to company backbones as well, and Gigabit Ethernet is striving itself to even
bigger backbones, over campus areas. There has been criticism over Ethernet of being a
technology that cannot scale, but its underlying transmission scheme continues to be
one of the principal means of transporting data for contemporary campus applications.
Although Ethernet has not been considered to span over a WAN, research is being
done to make it a reality. Ethernet is stepping on ATM's shoes in WAN too.

4.4.4 Overhead
One could argue that ATM is not optimized for any application. The technology
holds a compromise. At the beginning of the standardization, the size of the cell
generated heated discussion between USA and Europe. Europe wanted 32 bytes of
payload and USA wanted 64 bytes. A compromise was agreed on 48 bytes for the
payload [I 8]. The overhead from a 5 byte header of a total cell size of 53 bytes is 9.4%.
In Ethernet, the overhead is minimal as the frame size can be 1526 bytes, of which
the header is 26 bytes. However, one should remember that this doesn't hold the whole
truth: Ethernet frames do carry other protocol packets in them, and these packets have
headers too. And Ethernet alone can't move data over WAN so a direct compare is not
fullyjustified.
Another aspect creating overhead is the connection-orientation of ATM. N.. virtual
circuit must be setup end-to-end before communication can take p1ace. For exchanges
of small amount of data, the connection setup can take considerably more time than the
actual data exchange. A good example is the connectionless DNS-protocol of TCPIIP
networks. DNS-messages mainly consist of a single UDP-packet, because it's good
enough and a TCP-connection would take way too much time to setup and produce
extra congestion on the network
In today's world, ATM is mostly used to transmit TCP/IP-packets. The larger
TCP/IP-packets must be sliced into smaller ATM cells, which increases the overhead.
Total overhead on ATM backbones typically comes in between 15% and 25%. On a 155
Mbps circuit, effective throughput can drop to I I 6 Mbps. That's '39 Mbps down the
drain. [8]
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4.4.5 Interoperability
Different Ethernet versions work well together. Gigabit Ethernet technology is
based on the original technology: CSMNCD media access with the original protocol
frame format. The upgrade path is relative straightforward. Upgrade can be performed
in segments and divide the costs over a period. And what's important: the old LAN
applications will operate unchanged. The cabling needs updates though. Gigabit
Ethernet practically needs fiber-optic cables. Unshielded twisted-pair copper runs only
up to 25 meters.
Since Ethernet technology occupies the lowest two layers of the ISO-protocol stack,
layer 3 protocols such as IP run happily over Ethernet. Ethernet does not get in the way.
Because large portions of all networking applications have been builds for
traditional LANs, ATM has had hard time to pursue to the desktop. Applications would
have to be changed for ATM. ATM LANE, LAN Emulation, has been created to
accelerate adoption of ATM. In essence, LANE allows AIM· technology to be used in
traditional LANs without any change in applications at the workstations. LANE allows
an easy migration from Ethernet to ATM, but also means that sophisticated ATM
features are not exploited.
The goal of MPOA, Multiprotocol over ATM, is to make existing LANs and their
protocols interoperate with an ATM backbone. MPOA will have a greater role than
LANE since ATM has not replaced existing LANs, and interoperability with legacy
networks is the issue. MPOA will gradually replace LANE.

4.4.6 Management
What comes to installation and configuration, Ethernet beats ATM. Ethernet is well
understood and nearly plug and play. ATM network configuration is rather difficult
with many arcane parameters at the switch and the workstation. ATM takes time to
install and requires a bit of expertise. This in turn directly affects the total costs of the
technology.
'

ATM network management is more difficult than Ethernet LAN networks, due to
many parameters of ATM networks and interoperability issues. In an essential role is
the Interim Local Management Interface{ILMI) which uses SNMP across UNI and NNI
to access status and configuration information within each network node. ILMI and
ATM networking in general are still evolving.

•
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4.4.7 Price
The Ethernet family holds a clear economic advantage over ATM. This is true for
both network interface cards and for the network infrastructure equipment. A transition
to an ATM LAN costs more than an Ethernet upgrade. The price is always an important
business decision factor. Very few administrators will use a more-expensive technology
unless they get actual benefit from it.
When deciding between ATM and Ethernet, professor Raj Jain from the Ohio State
University says that buyers face the old house versus new house-dilemma. Fixing the
old house is cheaper initially, but whereas a new house is more expensive, does it pay
back in the long run [l lJ? The question remains to be answered.
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Quality of service comparison

.!ATM
ATM bas established quality of service standards. This is the key strength of ATM.
Currently ATM is the best technology for transmitting voice, video and computer data
'er a single line. ATM offers a choice of four different types of service:
• Constant Bit Rate, CBR, provides a fixed and steady bit rate for real-time data.
Analogous to a circuit-switched line. This İs the most simple service level
•

Variable Bit Rate, VBR, provides a service for real-time and bursty data where
the bit rate varies. This c.Iass has been lately divided into real-time and non-realtime.

•

Unspecified Bit Rate, UBR, does not guarantee any bit rate. Used for data that
can tolerate delays- such as traditional computer data. This can be seen as an
interpretation ofth:e common term "best effort service".

•

Available Bit Rate, ABR, is a service for applications that can negotiate the bit
rate during the transfer. The available bit rate varies in the network and the
applications must adjust to different bit rates based on feedback from the
network.
While it seems that ATM can fill every need for quality of service, there are
problems. The mechanisms for achieving quality of service are complex. In order to
have quality of service from end to end, the ATM switches must implement quality
based routing over the PNNI-interfuce. Since PNNI lacked a standard for a long time,
and being a complex entity, there are still problems in getting quality of service features
to work between equipment from different vendors.
Besides the fact that operators rarely support all classes of service [7], users found it
difficult to specifya particular quality of service. The service types are associated with a
wide range of parameters to choose from, like cell transfer delay, peak cell rate, cell loss
rate and cell delay variation tolerance. What happens is that users.end up ordering ATM
connections as leased lines, rather than as ATM services [7]. The technology is not
being utilized to its maximum.
Despite the few problems and high cost, currently ATM offers the best way to
implement quality of service over a WAN. A company private ATM network should
integrate reasonably well with a public ATM network fa the WAN and p'tovide good
quality of service for those who need it now and can carry the costs.

4.5.2 Ethernet
There is active debate among the networking community about Ethernet and it's
quality of service. The current family of Ethernet does not provide explicit quality of
service capabilities. Ethernet LANs have usually provided enough bandwidth to make
quality of service needless. Some say that increasing the bandwidth of Ethernet is the
same as adding quality of service. "If you give them a fatter pipe, you've pretty much
solved their problem", says one network vendor [13]. While this may be true for smaller
LANs, quality of service starts to matter when the networks gets larger and the
interoperabilitywith other networks gets into consideration.
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Quality of service mechanisms for Ethernet is on the way. Current implementations
:hıde policy servers, tag switching, intelligent queuing, various IP-based
,lementations and tools. The problem with current implementations is that they are
standards-based; each vendor has its own solution and their devices will not
· · roperate. There is a clear need for standards or Ethernet can end up in a chaos of
nintegrating proprietary networks.
An attempt that is expected to bring quality of service standard to Ethernet is
standards 802.1 q and 802.1 p, proposed by IEEE. They both operate at layer 2.
802. lq is a standard for providing Virtual LAN identification and quality of service
levels. A Virtual LAN is a logical subgroup within a LAN whose purpose is to isolate
traffic within the subgroup. 802.lq uses 3 bits to allow eight priority levels and 12 to
identify up to 4096 VLANs. 802.1 p allows switches to reorder packets based on the
priority level. 802. l p also defines means for stations to request a membership in a
multicast domain and map it to a VLAN.
IEEE 802.1 proposals bring support for RSVP, which is a protocol to request and
provide quality of service network connections at layer 3. RSVP is dependent on layer 2
to provide the quality of service over a data link. Since Ethernet has not been able to
provide quality of service, RSVP has been run over unprioritized Ethernet links, which
is clearly not the desired scenario. Taking advantage ofIEEE 802.l, RSVP support can
be achieved by mapping RSVP sessions into 802.1 p priority levels. Whether RSVP will
succeed or not is another matter.
A key question for Ethernet is how to be able to provide quality of service across a
WAN and over heterogeneous network infrastructures. Ethernet alone cannot be used to
transmit data from point A to point B anywhere in the world. In the middle, there lies a
WAN, and before end to end quality of service is achieved, the quality of service
requirements must be mapped and transmitted from one transport technology to another.
Before we get there, technologies need to evolve.

4.6 Future Network Technology
4.6.1 IP'
IP has a strong position of becoming the basis of the future networking technology.
Today, IP is the de facto standard for transmitting data over the Internet. The family of
TCP/IP-protocols is becoming increasingly successful. One of the elements contributing
to the success of IP is that it is completely independent of the underlying network
technology. IP can operate over heterogeneous network infrastructures. At the other side
of the coin, the greatest weakness ofIP is the lack of quality of service. IP provides only
best effort delivery.
During the early years of ATM, it was seen as the unified choice for virtually every
networking. IP was not a big player at the time and certainly not a threat to ATM. Now
things have changed. IP has become the dominant networking technology, and we face
the issue of how these two mesh together. The nature of the two collides with each
other: IP is connectionless protocol while ATM is fundamentally connection-oriented.
IP is a packet-routing technology routing variable length packets with no delay
guarantees while ATM is a cell-switchingtechnology with strict quality of service.
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IP and ATM don't mix well together. Integrating IP and ATM to operate efficiently
together is a challenging task. Today, IP is transmitted on top of ATM without taking
advantage of the features of ATM. There exists overhead in encapsulation, routing,
assembling and reassembling packets, and ATM's quality of service is left unexploited.
The strengths of ATM are not being used. ATM could be the technology for providing
quality of service to IP-networking, creating a happy marriage of these two. On the
other hand, some see that ATM is not needed in the future TCP/IP network
infrastructure [ 16].
Ethernet and IP operate well together. Ethernet is packet-oriented connectionless
service just like IP. Operating at different layers, there are little conflicts with these
technologies. Seeing the strong future of IP, it is easy to believe that the network
technology that will win will be the one that is the simplest, fastest, cheapest, and
easiest to use with IP. Ethernet fits well into this picture.

4.6.2 LAN Technology
It is expected that Ethernet remains the most popular LAN technology and the most
widely deployed access network in companies in the foreseeable future. Ethernet has a
huge base of installations, the technology is simple and well-understood. For those that
want extra bandwidth, Ethernet provides switching and easy upgrade paths to the newer
incarnations of Ethernet, Fast Ethernet and Gigabit Ethernet. Quality of service is being
standardized. Ethernet is still hot technology.
To take ATM to the LAN and desktop it would require quite a large infrastructure
change, which doesn't come free. Equipment has a high price and the interoperability
issues which legacy LAN applications must be taken into account. While it is true that
in order to take full benefit of ATM, it should reach all the way to the desktop, Ethernet
with good-enough quality of service mechanisms can eliminate the need of ATM to the
LAN.

4.6.3 Backbone Technology
ATM is widely employed in Internet WAN backbones. Almost all Internet
operators run and offer ATM services. Ethernet has grown from pure LAN to backbones
as well. The question from ATM's point of view is how far towards LAN can ATM
infiltrate while Ethernet's point of view is how far towards backbones can Ethernet
infiltrate.
ATM was designed to provide broadband networking and run efficiently from LAN
to WAN. But ATM's problem is IP. There is a large overhead with IP ove\ ATM, and
alternatives to ATM as the transport technology are being researched. One such a
technology is Packet over SONET, or IP over SONET, as it is also being called. The
European counterpart to SONET is SDH.
On the bottom layer of a contemporary Internet backbone, there is SONET or SDH,
which are layer 1 specifications for data transmission over optical fibers in the public
network. ATM runs on top of SDH. In IP over SDH, ATM is eliminated from the
transmission picture all together, and IP-packets are transmitted directly on top of SDH
frames through the use of Point to Point Protocol (PPP). As a result, the bandwidth gets
utilized more efficiently. IP over SDH can provide as much as 25% to 30% higher
throughput than ATM [5]. IP over SDH is an ideal for transmitting IP. And when we
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talk about IP-packets, one doesn't have to stretch his mind far to start thinking about
transferring Ethernet frames on top of SDH. Pretty nice picture.
But this is not the whole truth. The migration will not be that easy. By eliminating
ATM, we loose the management, routing and other features of ATM. The management
infrastructure required for SDH is completely different from ATMs. IP over SDH is
best suited for high-volume point to point configurations. In a more complex and
hierarchical network, it runs into trouble.
Looking even further into the future, some have questioned how SDH fits into the
future broadband networks (6, 9]. A new technology called WD~ Wave Division
Multiplexing, is an emerging technology that allows multiple optical signals to be
transported over a single fiber, providing massive bandwidth for the 21st century. Each
signal can carry a different channel, an SDH-channel, for example. But instead of using
SDH frames in the channel, one could use Ethernet frames.
Recently Siemens conducted a pilot project where it transmitted Ethernet frames at
a speed of lGbps over a full-duplex optical fiber with WDM [17]. The link distance was
1570 kilometers, a current world record. With such advancements in technology, the
battle between ATM and Ethernet is strongly extending from LAN to WAN too.

4. 7 Conclusion
The competition between ATM and Ethernet most likely continues many years to
the next millennium. ATM has a well-established position in Internet backbones, and
Ethernet dominates LANs. Neither is disappearing any time. soon. Both technologies
will co-exist for time to come. There are huge investments on both sides to the
infrastructure and no matter how superior any technology is, migrations from one
technology to another always takes time.
Looking at the sheer number of installations, price and easy of use reveal that
Ethernet is the dominating technology in the LAN, and ATM can hardly change this. In
the backbones, the competition seems to be harder. Ethernet is a not real threat but there
are experimental transport technologies that ATM has to face.
Quality of service will have its effect in the development. There is a clear trend that
Internet is increasingly being used to run real-time communication services such as
voice over IP. Quality of service will matter in the future. ATM already has quality of
service, though not fully implemented, that puts it ahead-in this sector. Etheftıet does not
have quality of service, but development is active. While Ethernet may not achieve the
"state of the art" quality of service of ATM, it may well provide good enough
mechanisms to satisfy most of the needs.
The unified factor in the future networking seems to be IP rather than ATM.
Marrying these two technologies could provide an answer, but due to the fundamental
differences of the two, other alternatives are. being seeked as well. Running IP directly
over backbones is a viable technology, but at the current state it is somewhat limited and
cannot provide as comprehensive solutions as ATM. On the whole, somehow it makes
sense to believe that the winning technology will be the one that integrates most
efficientlywith IP.
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CHAPTERS
ATM AND THE 3RD GENERATION

There has always been a general need for more and cheaper bandwidth, but never more so
than today. This need has been accelerated by the availability of high performance and
relatively low-cost PCs and the workstations and capable business software applications. In
the future public network operators (PNOs) and the service providers will be increasingly
engaged in providing easy to manage Broadband services on demand at an affordable price.
The situation now taking shape holds out new opportunities and the prospect of more
widely differentiated roles for all new and traditional operators in the sector. The network
offers a wide range of services, including information transport on stationary, mobile and
satellite network with national, international and global connectivity, supply of voice, data
transmission, video distribution or integrated services and basic as well as value added
servıces.
ATM development rests on a basis of well-established standards and on subsequent detail
specifications. These specifications were formulated with the precise objective of providing
detailed and widely accepted reference specifications to the international community of
network and the service operators, manufacturers, system integrators and the users. They are
used in developing introworkable commercial equipment capable of providing the advanced
communication services required for the information society.
In July 1996, a major milestone in the development of ATM Technology was reached,
then the ATM Forum announced agreement on the Anchorage Accord. The Anchorage
Accord contains the foundation Specs for mission-critical ATM infrastructure , as well as
expanded features Specs for migration to ATM multi-service networks.. In future , the
foundation Specs will be revised to correct the problem, align with ITU-Recommendations,
and add Cohesiveness/Parity between specifications . Any new specifications will be
backward compatible Anchorage Accord specifications. The introduction of ATM Layer
services will increase the benefits of ATM , making the technology suitable for a virtually
unlimited range of applications, since an ATM network is able to offer different levels of
services . The corporate information technology and the communication market have
flexibility and a capacity of rapid change that are far superior to those of conventional
Telecommunications. The emerging ability to work together in an open environment (i.e.
between solutions provided by different manufacturers) over a wide geographical area will
increase the weight of this market.
In the corporate setting, one of the priority requirements is the interconnection of Local
Area Network (LAN). Offering this service, on a public or private Wide Area Network
(WAN) allows high volume data and image transfer, e.g. for the Computer Added Design
(CAD) and the manufacturing applications, workgroup sessions, or multimedia
communications, where correlated processing of data, image and voice
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information is performed by the user terminal. In the area of corporate services, the
most pressing need is to be able to make good use of the speed, availabilityquality and
the security, which have become such market features of the Local Area Network
(LAN). As far as future home applications are connected, multimedia will be an
essential feature and particularly if associated with interactivity is destined to have a
profound impact on our habits and social dealings.
This certainly aside, it is still too early to tell how quickly this market will widely
develop, given its heavy dependence on mass phenomena. Nevertheless, it is now time
to begin assessing the appeal of new services and new ways of providing services on
sample group of customers. Given that the residential sector has not yet made much use
of Narrow Band ofISDN services. One exception is the home entertainment sector. The
demand for improved quality cable television and simultaneous growth in the
installation of residential fiber access offers a chance for integration, atleast at the
access level, of residential communication and entertainment needs. This will provide a
starting point for future Broad Band services. Many studies based on questionnaires and
analysis of cable TV services have shown that, in principle atleast , subscribers are also
willingto pay for various video retrieval services and enhanced quality TV.
There are several reasons why ATM is the basic technological choice, endorsed
internationally, is aimed at developing general, unifying solution for all application
environments. Here the primary objective is integrated handling of signals produced by
voice sources, data , images and video , regardless of bandwidth associated with each
type of information. In principle a network based on ATM can thus satisfy the
requirements of both the business environment and the household environment. The
demand for broadband services is in its initial phase and growing. While just at the
beginning of the commercial offer by network operator and service providers, inherent
speed, response time and quality advantages will ensure the gradual uptake of services
based on broadband network.
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LAN - ATM environment

CONCLUSION
In this project, I have tried to analyze different issues pertaining to ATM, and
discussed some of the ideas of different researches done on it. ATM is a relatively new
field. The ATM networks play an important role in the broadband communication
networks now and in the future.
This project has been compiled to make such an examination possible. It describes
the wonderful resources and achievements that have been done on the field of
networking and what it has become. It is hoped that this project will encourage many
who are not yet online to realize that ATM networking is well worth the difficulty and
trouble of studying and working on it. Also this project is intended to provide for
courses for the student in education, communication, library sciences, computer
sciences and engineering etc. The material contained in this project is intended to
encourage students and teachers to begin to research and write about these
developments so that there begins to be a substantial body of material documenting both
where these developments have come from and the potential that they promise for a
better world .
Most importantly, the information in this project are offered as a way of providing
the public whose money and labor made these achievements possible, with a way of
evaluating proposals to change the course of development for this network. These
information about ATM are a contribution toward evaluating what has been created, and
what its social and scientific potential is The past few years have seen people in Eastern
Europe and around the world. demonstrate that they need better need and working
conditions. These cries for change mean that the methods that have achieved this Global
network needs to be applied to other aspects of society so that the well being of the
people become the concern of the government. Finally, this collection of the ATM is for
those who want to see the coming milleniumbring a better world for everyone.
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